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The dream to follow was completely visual, there was no sound, only pictures and
feelings. I am not interpreting the dream only reporting what I saw and felt during the dream.
The Dream
I saw you [David] standing alone. I felt you were encamped somewhere near Eureka
Springs. Next I saw a group of children between the ages of 5 and 12 as if they they were in a
distant land – at least far away from Eureka Springs. The children were wearing uniforms
such as common with school children. I believe the uniforms were black and white in color.
The children were all facing you. It became evident they could not see you because
you were too far away to be seen but they knew where you were. They seemed to sense
your direction and together were facing your direction.
Each child who was facing you was holding an empty white dinner plate. Their faces
were without any expression. I could not identify the racial features but they were not white or
Caucasian children nor were they Negroid. Their faces just stared toward you [David]
emotionless and fixed.
Then the children were seen to stretch out their arms and held there empty plates out
towards you with both hands standing motionless - just waiting. It seemed as though they
were beckoning to you to fill their plates. As I watched, their plates suddenly flew from their
hands to you [David] to be filled.
Thoughts
This is the most recent of the mission related dreams.
Although the race of the children in the dream is not clear, it is evident they were not
white and not black but of brown skin.
With all of the other evidence suggesting a mission to the Native American, it seems
these were Native American children. However, these children could also be Hispanic or
Mexican children in America and across the border.
We understand the food is not just literal food but is also spiritual. We are currently
wanting to provide a soup kitchen where ever we can set up an outpost especially on the
Native Reservations.

